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Remediate

 Implement and Validate

remediation Measures

 Implement IT Security Policies

 Review implemented changes

and Fine Tune remediation

 Establish security policies

ownerships

 Continuously support policy

owners

Recommend

 Define and establish IT Security

Policies

 Define IT Security Governance

Program

 Identify and Plan Short Terms

and Long Terms IT Security

Remediation

 Evaluate and Recommend

required Security Tools

Assess

 Cyber Resilience Awareness

Training

 Foundational Cyber Resilience

Security Controls current state

and gap analysis

 Implemented Security Policies

review

 Hardware and Software Review

and analysis

GROUP KA not only hardened their cyber defenses and improved 

their security posture, but also enhanced their recovery capability in 

case of any unavoidable cyber attack  with the 

Cyber Resilience Program from Signature Consultancy

GROUPKA, one of Lebanon’s largest business companies, encompasses 
several sister companies operating in different business fields such as 

FMCG, Logistics, Restaurants, Production, and Real Estate.
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The Challenge

The Solution

Our main challenge was to

establish a reliable cyber

security defense strategy in

light of the ever-evolving

threat landscape. A strategy

that can meet GroupKA

challenging yet agile

business practices.

Elie Karam

Network & Infrastructure 

Manager, Group KA

Group KA needed to enhance the security and resilience of it’s IT

infrastructure. The objectives were to provide an effective defense

against detected threats, quickly respond to cyber attacks and rapidly

recover if the inevitable happens.

What is essential to GroupKA is a comprehensive assessment and

analysis of the current state, covering internal and external IT services,

hardware, software, applications in use and IOT devices.

GroupKA goals, in addition to defining IT Security policies, were to

implement the right processes and evaluate the existing security tools

in order to facilitate implementation of security measures and plan a

Single IT Security Governance for the entire group

Signature Consultancy’s team

helped us tremendously with their

exceptional knowledge and

expertise on cyber security controls,

measures and resilience strategies.

With the Cyber Resilience program

we secured GroupKA environment

leveraging existing security

investments and organized a

strategy to contain threats and

recover from any undesirable

eventuality .

Michel Nehme

Group IT Manager, Group KA

• Charted a phased project to adopt CIS Cyber Security 

Controls

• Orchestrated a synchronized IT Security Governance across 

Business Organizations, Departments, and Branches

• Aligned IT Security Policies with Business Objectives

• Established a bullet proof IT security strategy for business 

growth

• Associated CIS Security Controls with business priorities

• Provided great value and excellent return on investment


